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About This Content

The ESCHATOS Arranged Soundtrack presents a different interpretation of ESCHATOS music from composers Yousuke
Yasui and Hiroto Saitoh. With more aggressive guitar and drum instrumentation, the ESCHATOS Arranged Soundtrack is more

influenced by hard rock and metal music than the original version, but still retains the catchy hooks of the original chiptune-
inspired compositions. The arranged soundtrack has also been implemented in game so you can enjoy new music while you're

blasting UFOs.

Contents of the AST include:

A new soundtrack integrated into the game, featuring 14 new audio tracks. You can switch between soundtracks via the
Options -> Sound Settings menu in ESCHATOS.

Includes 16 total audio tracks in mp3 and lossless formats. Tracks will be downloaded to your ESCHATOS Steam
folder.

Album art and track listing are included.
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Album Track Listing:
01. THE SIGN (TITLE)

02. SILVER LINING (AREA 1-4)
03. MASSIVE X (AREA 5, 15, 20)

04. SURVIVE (AREA 6-11)
05. POINT OF NO RETURN (AREA 12-15)

06. STELLAR LIGHT (AREA 16-19)
07. RUSH INTO (AREA 21-23)

08. UNKNOWN PULSE (AREA 24-25)
09. EXTERMINATION (AREA 26A)

10. SCREAM OUT (AREA 26B)
11. clair de lune (ENDING)

12. ACE'S BACK (RANKING 1)
13. TRIUMPHAL MARCH (RANKING 2)

14. EXIT CODE (GAME OVER)

Bonus Tracks:
15. POINT OF NO RETURN (Special Arrange Version by Hiroto Saitoh)

16. STELLAR LIGHT feat. IA (Vocaloid Arrange Version)

All arrangements by Yousuke Yasui, except Track 15 by Hiroto Saitoh.
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Have been playing this game for a few hours and there is no way to balance the budget.

First, no matter what you do, there is always more cash leaving than coming in. You can check the demand, produce based on
demand, adjust price to off set production costs and allow for a profit, but there is still negative monthly cashflow.

9 products in total, all balanced based on demand, production costs, transport cost, and i even did the math to make a profit on
expenses like research, but still negative.

Fix this♥♥♥♥♥♥. Having fun with this game so far. Difficult in some areas, but that makes it better when you make it
through.. I recommend this game, but know that there is some serious tedious micromanagement in this game. Your characters
only do something if they are attacked or if you tell them to do something. Your first healer does nothing if attacked. She will
just stand there and die if you do not notice her being attacked. I have played MANY party management games because I enjoy
them so much and all of them have some sort of party AI to an extent, but this one has none. No one thinks for themselves. You
have to think for the whole group. Thankfully you can now hit keys to switch between characters which helps some, but when
you have nine monsters on the screen, it is a nitemare.

When you start out, it is pretty easy to get "Legendary" items, but after a while, those "Legendary" items are not so "Legendary".
When I got my second extra party memeber, I found a weapon that is almost twice the damage of my other charactes weapons
that was for this new party member. I have yet to find a weapon for my other party members that is in the same damage bracket.
A better variety of weapons would be nice. Could be that I just have not gotten far enough yet.

At first you gain levels pretty easy, but the grind is for real. Also, don't expect to not die. Dying seems to be just apart of the
game.

This is a fun game and I like a challenge, but it really needs some balancing and AI mechanics for party members. Maybe even
an AI that you can set up where If character A is > 30% health focus heals on them. Balancing might not even be needed if
some sort of AI for your characters is worked in.. Surprisingly charming. It's got a lot of little things in it that suggest a little
more effort was put into it that it might seem from the store page.

Took me about 30 minutes to beat.. This game is like Onward but without tactics and without waiting. You spawn, and
depending on how close to enemies, you might get into a firefight right away. The weapons are great, but I need a tutorial to
reload... there is a so much potential for this game. after playing Onwards, sometimes I just want to get in there and shoot (or
get shot), and this game does it. Very similar locomotion and graphics. I highly recommend, as it's a blast but still with much
more content to come. It still needs voice chat, tutorials, but it's pretty exciting.. Definitely better and more challenging than the
first game. Excited for #3 and #4.. IMPORTANT: This game requires a reasonably good and consistent connection to play
online coop. It caused a friend of mine serious desyncronization issues.

So an ex-gang member, a raver, an ex-security officer and a engineer walk into a dark alley...

Kill to Collect is a top-down hack-n-slash roguelike with a bright neon-cyberpunk aesthetic similar to Neon Chrome, and
surprisingly fair difficulty for the genre. You can tell when a rogue game wants you dead and KtC is not one of those, at least
from what I've seen thus far. The player takes the role of one of four deadly hunters, the only law in the scummy and villainous
lower levels of Geocenter Alpha, the last city on Earth. Each has a different weapon, secondary power attack, ultimate, and
movement ability. Combat is largely melee-based, and since you are always outnumbered, conservation of health, the number
one concern in these sorts of games, is a question of learning how to time your attacks and dodges with the predictable attack
patterns of the enemies. Each character's secondary attack inflicts some form of crowd control, which you will need to use
often. Ultimate attacks must be charged first by dealing damage and are best used against a crowd of enemies, as in most games.

Kate Katana uses a sword, and can knock down enemies in a small cone or all around her using her ultimate, or by using her
dodge roll. Ivan Ironfist has large cybernetic fists that can inflict rapid, but less damaging attacks then the other charcters- only
half a pip per punch. He can knock back enemeis and cause a vulnerability effect that makes them take more damage from
subsequent punches. He has lower health but can instantly teleport around, including behind enemies. His ultimate damages
everything near him constantly for the duration. Riot Ray uses a shotgun, which technically gives him the most reach of any
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character- but its so short ranged that it's essentially a melee weapon anyway. However, it deals more damage based on Ray's
distance to an enemy, and at point blank does four pips of damage, enough to one-shot some enemies. His secondary attack
knocks enemies back and a shield over his back can protect him from back attacks. His ultimate sees him charge around,
knocking down and heavily damaging enemies. His dodge is a simple hop with no other effects. Lastly, Shocking Shelly uses an
electrified staff with good reach, her secondary attack stuns enemies and she can drop turrets that fire stunning shots.

Shelly can use her ultimate much more often then the other characters, and its possible to have multiple turrets active at once.
Combined with her reach and stuns, I feel like she is the most effective solo character as a result. The least so is probably Ivan,
who has very short reach and limited health, and doesn't have any attacks that disable enemies completely. Kate also has some
problems against robotic enemies, as they are unaffected by her knockdowns.

Regardless, each character can even the odds by using a secondary weapon and consumable items. The sub-weapons have very
limited ammo but offer much needed ranged attacks, and include a handgun, various types of grenades, flamethrowers, rocket
launchers, a hookshot that pulls enemies towards you, and a "chain-cutter", a weapon that creates an energy tether between you
and the target point, which constantly damages enemies it touches. Items include medkits, proximity mines, temporarily
increased movement speed or damage, temporarily infinite dodging, damage reflection, and the rare "ultimate power" item that
gives you infinite uses of your ultimate ability for its duration, a good way of quickly ending a boss fight.

Gameplay is split up into individual missions, or "Bounties", consisting of three or more floors, with the final floor consisting
entirely of a boss fight. These bosses can use similar attacks and sub-weapons to the player, and often have additional perks,
such as a teleporting around the arena. Completing a bounty rewards you with credits, which act as experience towards unlocks.
These unlocks include new starting loadouts, character skins, gold weapons and titles.

The game recently added two-player local coop, a much-requested addition, and of course it has four-player online coop. If you
like top-down games or roguelikes with more balanced gameplay then most, Kill to Collect is worth your time.
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Genuinely one of the worst games i have ever wasted my time on. This should not cost money. Do not buy this game. There are
no instructions, no goal, the game is very buggy and it doesn't tell you how to control the game at all. The graphics looked decent
for a cheap game and the idea was interesting but the final product is both boring and annoyingly buggy. I do not enjoy calling a
game out and giving a bad review but i feel bad for those who spent the £1.59 steam price. I paid £0.39 on HumbleBundle and it
wasn't even worth that much. Like i said the concept and graphics looked interesting enough to warrant me spending the small
amount of money but the fact it is a buggy mess and a game with no purpose makes it a wasted concept and a generally
annoying game.. The game works fine. You just got to make a few tweeks to the settings.
1. Goto library
2. Find "World of soccer online"
3. Right click on it
4. Click on "Delete local content"
5. click on "Delete" when prompted
6. Enjoy your game
*This actually fixes a major bug that most players experience while trying to play this game

tl;dr
S**T
Fill in the blanks
''
''
the correct answer was SEET
Seet?
Yes, seet mean a seat for two people
A set for three would be spelled like seeet. Playing Driftmoon is a bit like reading an old, quality children's story, back when
they weren't just written for children. The graphics are simple, the controls are straightforward, the story is definitely aimed at
the younger set and the skills aren't terribly complex. That said, combat is quick and fun, with just enough variation and
challenge to be enjoyable without being overbearing, and there are enough skill choices and options to feel like you're both
making progress, and making the lead character your own.

If anything, my biggest complaint is that there isn't quite enough game to fully explore the possibilities of crafting, gear and
harder enemies that might have come into play with a larger game or a longer story. Not that the story provided is too short --
it's exactly the right size. And even if it was too short, there's a modding tool, so there may be community offerings soon too.

Graphics 2/5, Gameplay 3/5, Story 3/5, Overall 4/5. The whole is definitely greater than the sum of its parts. Worth playing..
The game is fun and I liked playing it....for a couple of min...then it chrasches...again, again and again. The most unstable game
I ever played! Dont buy it now...try again in a year or two when it´s (hoppfully) updated.. This game is a an absolute gem, I
picked it up today and haven't put it down.
If you're into casual, arcade style game play, then POPixel is going to be right up your alley.

Stunning and vibrant pixel art visuals. Cute and catchy music, it doesn't get annoying or repetitive. And just really solid, smooth
controls and game play mechanics.

Total bargain at \u00a31.43, I'll be gifting this to some friends.. Good game, needs work.
Pros:
- graphics are excellent
- so is music
Cons:
- the physics model is too simple and ignores many aspects of table tennis
- AI needs more variety, for example the AI never hits the net.. It's a good game which takes the basic idea from the books,
however the game it's self is just a basic RTS game for startes i would say. I will still recommend the game for it's creativity and
general idea and lay out.. A good addon, but repaints seems difficult to made.
Sometimes completely black, or applied but windows aren't transparent. Glitchy...
There's absolutely NO HELP for creating liveries in the contents.

NB: Choice of the door types (outdoor or indoor) would have been a great feature, such as the MAN Stadtbus has it.. The
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Witcher 3 and Final Fantasy had a child in ancient China.. If you're a fan of Iron Brigade \/ Trenched, Assault Heroes, and Sine
Mora, or even old school vertical \/ side-scrolling shooters, you'll probably get some enjoyment out of this game. It's pretty well-
polished, with some cool mech designs. Same screen co-op is a nice plus, as are the various powerups and large boss fights
scattered throughout the game. Story is pretty much non-existent, but when you're blasting hundreds of dudes while dodging
hundreds of their bullets, who cares??
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